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LOT 1732

A Continental memoriam glass, dated 1825, of faceted cylindrical form,
engraved with flowers above cut leaves, the base inset with a disc
inscribed with verse to one side and a view of St Stephen's Cathedral,
Vienna, to the other, height 14cm, together with a group of other
engraved glassware, including a 'Jacobite' wine glass bowl (broken from
stem and foot which are lacking), a wine with George III crowned
monogram, raised on a later silver foot, and a pair of small decanters
with abbot hat surmounted armorials, height 10.5cm (faults).

Estimate: £150 - £250

Condition Report

Memoriam glass - approx 0.5cm long triangular shaped chip to top rim edge exterior, typical wear to foot,
otherwise ok with some scratches to the interior. 
'Jacobite' wine glass bowl - bowl ok but detached from stem and foot. 
George III monogram glass - bowl rim with 2 chips, one partly polished out, foot missing and replaced with later
plaster foot with silver mount. 
Pair abbot hat decanters - both cloudy, one with fault to neck in form of dark fissure. 
Cylindrical glass with monogram - surface scratches but ok. 
Small plate - probably previously mounted, heavily scratched overall. 
Square decanter with white metal rim - the rim is removable and has minor chips beneath it, the mount has a
screw top but nothing to screw onto it, otherwise ok. 
Jug with plated handle - plating a bit rubbed, some minor chips to side edges. 
Baluster stem engraved glass - chip to exterior rim edge and collar beneath bowl. 
St Joseph glass - ok 
Beaker with bridge - ok 
Beaker with buildings - ok 
Pair wines with fern decoration - ok 
Flared octagonal beaker - minor bruise to foot 
Wine with stylised foliage - ok 
Dated small mug - ok 
Tumbler - ok 
Faceted mug - small chip to lower handle terminal 
Double bowled vessel on foot - bowls cloudy and cut down.
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